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PhD thesis proposal Figure 1: Protein structure in which the spatial prox-
imity between amino acids is encoded using a graphical
model. From [1].
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Context. Emerging from the field of natural language processing, (self-)attention mechanisms have proven
essential to understand the coupling between tokens in a sentence [2, 3]. In a different context, graphical
models make it possible to express the conditional dependence of random variables encoded in graph nodes
via the edges of the graph. On such models, message passing algorithms provide effective ways to compute
various quantities of interest, in particular partition functions and free energies [4, 5].

Recently, attention mechanisms have also proven key to encode the coupling between spatial patterns
observed between amino acids in a protein structure [6]. The corresponding tool, AlphaFold2 by Deepmind,
is considered a major achievement to predict a plausible structure of a protein from its amino-acid sequence.
In related work, message passing algorithms have been used to compute average properties of proteins [1].

Goals. AlphaFold2 is a key achievement but outputs a single structure. In fact, statistical physics teaches
us that observable properties of molecules depend on ensemble of conformations (weighted by Boltzmann’s
factor). (For a gentle introduction, see also AI, molecular design and the Covid19.)

The goal of this PhD thesis will be to extend attention mechanisms in the context of graphical models,
to study ensembles of conformations rather than isolated observations. The generation of conformations and
the local check of their coherence will be based on advanced geometric models for protein geometry, which
we recently developed [7, 8]. The work envisioned encompasses the design and analysis of algorithms, their
coding (C++ and python), as well their experimental evaluation.

Training. Master 2 or equivalent degree in Computer science (algorithms) or machine learning or bioin-
formatics or biophysics.
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Executive summary
(En) Alphafold by Deepmind predicts the structure of a protein from its amino acid sequence. This is
considered a key achievement boosting the investigations of protein functions by biologists. Alas, Alphafold
predicts a unique conformation while protein functions rely on ensembles of conformations.
The goal of this PhD thesis is be to extend attention mechanisms (which are key in Alphafold) in the context
of graphical models, to study ensembles of molecular conformations rather than isolated conformations. The
generation of conformations and the local check of their coherence will borrow and expand ideas in the realms
of machine learning, geometry, and high dimensional sampling.
(Fr) Alphafold développé par Deepmind prédit la structure d’une protéine à partir de sa séquence d’acides
aminés. Cette contribution est considérée comme majeure, car elle permet aux biologistes d’accélérer l’étude
des fonctions des protéines. Hélas, Alphafold prédit une structure unique, alors que la fonction d’un protéine
dépend d’un ensemble de conformations.
L’objet de cette thèse sera d’étendre les mécanismes d’attention (qui jouent un rôle clef dans Alphafold)
dans le contexte des modèles graphiques, pour étudier des ensembles de conformations. La génération de
conformations et l’étude de leur cohérence utilisera et contribuera a des thèmes tels que l’apprentissage
machine, la géométrie, et les algorithmes d’échantillonage en grande dimension.
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